The information contained herein is based on technical analysis and/or tests performed in a controlled lab environment that are consistent with industry practices, and is intended as a reference for system sizing and configuration purposes only and for use by persons having technical skill at their own discretion and risk. Conditions of use are outside of Tyler’s control and we do not assume and hereby disclaim any liability for results obtained or damages incurred through application of or reliance on the data presented, including but not limited to specific energy consumption with any particular model or installed application.

SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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TYLER SPEC SHEET

NMF/NMFG
NMF / NMFG CROSS SECTION

FLOOR PLAN

Rear of Case

3" Rear Stub-Up (see note)

6', 8' or 12'

24-1/2"

43" O.A.

Refrigeration lines may be run from case to case inside the cases. Only one line entry may be necessary per line-up of cases.

1" Galvanized pipe

Waste Outlet

Water seal can be ran Left or Right or from Front to Rear of case.

Base

Electric

Continuous Electrical Raceways behind the front cladding make only one electrical stub-up necessary per line-up of cases.